
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hello my lovelies!        Year 3 Newsletter 11.05.20 

So the sunshine is back and we’ve been enjoying it! I’m busy with a bunting project, which I hope I will have finished after 

the long weekend, where I’m attaching bunting to a very old parasol to spruce it up, plus making a bunting badminton line 

for the garden – picture to follow! It’s been lovely this week to catch up with most of you by phone and hear that you are 

well and enjoying the sunshine too. I’ll be calling other every week or so, plus remember that you can e-mail me if you need 

to get in touch at any time☺. 

The weekly grid is on our class page as normal, with its new colour theme, plus there is a more printer-friendly version up 

there too, following your feedback. Our new class e-mail is up and running – year3@fairwayprimary.co.uk, and pictures that 

you send in are going on our Twitter feed. 

Thank-you for the pictures, videos and messages that you’ve been sending in. Special shout-outs this week go to… 

Danielle – for a great range of work going on, a brilliant May Day Write, plus making two cakes for Josiah’s birthday – what 

a good sister! 

Lewis – being extremely competitive and confident with his maths skills! 

Lexi-Rose – Birthday Girl, and busy redecorating☺ 

Aleeza (and mum!) – outstanding perseverance with fractions – both my Stars of the Week! 

Eva, Amber Sm and Max– all producing excellent labelled diagrams of a hill fort 

Jessica and Georgia – brilliant May Day reports, full of humorous details and great invention! 

  Stay busy, happy and healthy – and a Happy VE Day to you all – a time to remember that those before us have 

lived through much harder times and we have so much to be thankful for every single day,  Ms H-K x 
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Literacy: this week’s writing focus will 

be carrying on with Charlie and the 

Chocolate factory, and this week you 

will be writing a description of the 

glorious Chocolate Room! 

 

Remember too that the next chapter 

of your reading book will pop up on 

Monday, with the reading activities 

following on from that over the week. 

Hope that the first week went well – it 

was good to hear that adults were 

enjoying the books too and impatient 

for the next chapter! 

 

 TT Rock Stars: practise daily in the 

bandstand areas and the sound check. 

Challenge each other to competitions: who 

can make it to the top of the leader board?  

Maths: this is your last week on fractions, 

with a problem solving focus 

 

And still… 

What’s the time?  

How long till Elevenses?! 

Can you tell the time to the nearest minute 

from an analogue clock? Can you work out 

time durations? 

If you can’t, then get practicing! 

 

 

Wider curriculum: this week we’re looking at the Celts, learning about 

Passover in RE (and maybe making Matzo and re-watching The Prince of 

Egypt!) and practising the recorder endlessly – ‘This is the way.’ (New 

favourite quote!) 

For Science, you will be consolidating all of your learning around 

materials, while looking at magnetism too – hula-hoops to the ready…! 

Music: https://www.singup.org/singupathome/song-of-the-week 

Remember that Sing Up has a Song of the Week coming up each week. 

For oft when on my couch I lie, 

In vacant or in pensive mood… 

Have you got this far with the poem? 
  

Keep fit and active: 

the Joe Wicks link is 

on our Weekly Grid, 

plus remember to 

check out Cosmic 

Kids for yoga. 

Keep creating: Week 

2 of the weaving 

project, plus the art 

projects on our class 

page, plus baking, 

gardening, sewing and  

lovely random crafty 

ideas.☺ 

https://www.singup.org/singupathome/song-of-the-week

